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Abstract

Traditional scholarship on social movements has emphasized

external rhetoric and the role of the leader, rather than the

internal dynamics of social movement organizations. This paper

is an argument for the integration of experiences and meanings

related to membership. Edson's feminist critique of social

movement studies provides a framework for examining the

assumptions of the dominant, conflict-oriented approach.

Organizational culture research provides a methodological

foundation for investigating th'se issues. This integrated

approach would lead to a stronger understanding of the functions

and meanings of social movement rhetoric.



THE VALUE OF ORGANIZATIONAL RESEARCH FOR THE STUDY OF

SOCIAL MOVEMENT RHETORIC

Rhetorical scholarship on social movements has been

characterized by ontological controversy. Much of the discussion

has been related to the collective aspects of social movements,

specifically social movement organizations. The assumption that

social movement organizations are in some way unique from other

collectivities has been the focus of continued debate. 1 Also,

many have drawn a sharp distinction between the study of movement

rhetoric and the study of internal/interpersonal dynamics of

these collectivities. 2 Still, the complementarity between

rhetorical and social study of movements is considered to hold

great promise.3

While the collective nature of social movements has been the

source of much speculation, this facet has been met with

inadequate research. Many scholars have stated the need for more

research on internal dynamics.4 Possible topics for

investigation have been raised throughout recent rhetorical

scholarship on social movements. A selective list of these

topics includes interpersonal issues (solidarity, commitment,

group identification, membership gratifications, social support),

issues of organizational structure, leaders' roles and

responsibilities, and the creation of consensual reality. 5

Within studies of organizational communication, many of

these issues have been addressed by scholars adhering to an

interpretive-cultural approach.6 This growing endeavor has

emphasized the symbolic nature of social collectivities.

Research programs within this approach have been sensitive to the
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rhetorical aspects of organizing. 7 Interpretive research

provides a uniquely appropriate means for investigating many of

the issues that rhetorical scholars have raised regarding the

collective nature of social movements.

This essay is an argument for the value of triangulating

interpretive organizational research with social movement

criticism. The functionalist approach of Simons will be

critiqued and extended through the application of Edson's

"female-systems" critique of prominent literature on social

movements and the interpretive approach to organizational

communication. Implications for future research will be drawn

from this analysis.

Perspectives on Social Movements

The half-century of multi-disciplinary research on social

movements has witnessed the use of a number of models. Prominent

models have included historical study, an emphasis on social

continuity/innovation, and a resource mobilization focus.8 The

predominant model has been termed "the establishment-conflict

theory. n9 Central to this model is the assumption that social

movements are in a direct and explicit state of confrontation

with the larger society. This model has been represented by two

lines of scholarship: Griffin's dramatistic approach and Simons'

functionalist approach.

Dramatistic Approach

Griffin's approach has been directed toward the study of the

rhetoric of historical movements. 10 The distinctive

characteristics of such rhetoric are open confrontation with the



prevailing social order and a movement's progression through

distinct, linear stages. Each stage is marked by the response of

the political or social establishment. Through Griffin's

eventual adoption of selected Burkeian terms, this approach has

become identified with dramatism. 11 Based upon Griffin's

assumptions and Burke's concept of "form," Cathcart identifies

confrontation as the defining form of movement rhetoric."

The dramatistic approach has made a great contribution to

the field. It is often considered the primary approach to

movement criticism. The practicality and value of this approach

are found in the longitudinal perspective and clear categories."

Still, proponents of competing approaches have condemned it as

narrow, rigid, and undersupported."

Functionalist Approach

Herbert Simons offers a fundamentally sociological approach

to the rhetoric of social movements. 15 The central issue is the

leader's role as intermediary between "an uninstitutionalized

collectivity" seeking social change and the society in which the

change is sought." The focus for rhetorical criticism is the

means by which the group attempts to exert influence upon

society.

The theoretical foundation is a group of assumptions about

the nature of social organization. Simons argues that leaders of

social movements must fulfill the same requirements as do

corporate executives. Based upon the structural-functionalism of

Parsons and Merton, three "functional imperatives of formal

organizations" are offered.



(1) "They must attract, maintain, and mold workers (i.e.,

followers) into an efficiently organized unit."

(2) "They must secure adoption of their product by the

larger structure (i.e., the external system, the established

order."

(3) "They must react to resistance generated by the larger

structure. u17

While movement leaders and corporate executives have similar

functional requirements, they are faced with dissimilar

constraints. Movement leaders "can expect minimal internal

control and maximal external resistance. n 18

The leader's accomplishment of these requirements, through

external rhetoric, is the substance of this form of social

movement criticism. While noting the importance of internal

concerns, Simons clearly places emphasis upon external--rather

than internal--communication. 19 The tension between the

importance of internal concerns and the exclusion of internal

communication indicates a fundamental ambiguity in Simons'

approach.

This ambiguity is displayed in the "bottom up" metaphor.

Social movement organizations are cast as disenfranchised groups

mobilizing for action from the bottom up. 1120 The pressure for

social change comes "up" from the "bottom" of sociecy. Thus, a

traditionally intra-organizational term ("bottom up") has been

applied to the study of the functions of the organization within

the larger society. Ironically, the leader-centered focus of

this approach casts the social movement organization itself as a

"top down" collectivity.
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The root of this ambiguity is the application of the

structural-functionalist framework to the study of organizations.

Structural-functionalist analysis is focused upon "large-scale

social structures and institutions. 21 Thus, Simons' examination

of the functions of social movement organizations within the

larger society is consistent with the sociological framework.

Conversely, structural-functionalism is not an appropriate

framework for studying the intra-organizational dynamics that are

foundational to Simons' approach.

The emphasis on leaders' external rhetoric limits the

applicability of the functionalist approach. As a tool for

rhetorical criticism, it has been criticized for this narrow

focus. 22 This narrowness also is evident when the approach is

examined from the perspective of organizational communication.

Recent examinations indicate that organizational research has

moved far beyond the leader-as-organization synecdoche.23

Further, Weick has argued that leadership research should focus

upon everyday, internal communication of leaders.24

Summary

Among the numerous approaches to the study of social

movement rhetoric, a confrontational perspective maintains

prominence. The two primary approaches of this perspective--

dramatistic and functionalist--feature the study of social

movements within society, and assumptions about the collective

nature of movements themselves. The functionalist approach--with

its emphasis on the requirements, problems, and strategies

inherent to social movement leadership--exhibits potential for
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answering questions about the internal dynamics of social

movement organizations. Still, limitations in terms of its

macro-sociological framework, ambiguity, and narrowness prevent

t:ais for becoming a satisfactory approach for capturing both

external and internal factors. Such an extension requires a

broader perspective on social movements.

A Pluralistic Perspective on Social Action

The many limitations of the establishment-conflict theory

are rooted in the foundational assumptions of this perspective.

Edson's critique of this perspective exposes these assumptions

// and, consequently, provides a foundation for a pluralistic

approach to social movements.25 Edson's pluralistic approach

shares certain key issues (e.g.. concern for multiple meanings

and the experiences of members) with scholarship representing the

interpretive-cultural approach to organizations, which provides a

methodological framework for the study of internal dynamics of

social movement organizations.

"Female-Systems" Critique

Writing from "a female-systems perspective," Belle Edson

provides a sharp critique of the perspective advocated by

Griffin, Cathcart, and Simons. The assumptions of the

confrontational perspective are rooted in ".the dominant male-

oriented culture. u26 Through identifying these assumptions and

their pluralistic counterparts,27 Edson develops a conceptual

foundation for the study of social movements as social

collectivities.

Assumptions of the traditional approach are clustered into

four categories. (1) The central character in any movement is a



single, identifiable leader. (2) Members share a common

motivation, and are ordered/organized in a hierarchy. (3) A

movement progresses in distinct, linear stages. (4) An ideology,

different from that of the larger society, is central to each

social movement. 28

The discussion and critique of these assumptions leads to

suggestions for an alternative approach. A number of research

questions are proposed.29 These questions perform two functions.

First, subsequent research could lead to a female-systems

understanding of social movements. Second, the assumptions of

the traditional approach are often treated as questions for

research. Thus, the development of this alternative approach

would provide a research-based critique of the traditional

perspective.

While Edson advocates a conceptually distinct approach to

social movements, this approach also raises methodological

issues. Many of the proposed questions would best be answered

through research within the organization (e.g., "Who participates

in decision making? Are issues other than ideology more

important as motivating elements--such as personal

relationships?)." A pluralistic approach must seek the

multiple, and often dissonant, voices within social movements.31

The meanings constructed by members are to be studied, not

assumed. A similar view has been advanced by scholars advocating

an interpretive-cultural approach to organizational

communication.
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Organizations as Communication Cultures

Since the early 1980s scholars have developed an alternative

approach to organizational communication. Contrary to the

positivist and management-oriented biases of traditional

approaches, this approach has been based upon the assumptions of

interpretivism.32 Concepts central to interpretive research

include symbolic construction of social reality, intersubjective

meaning, and a pluralistic view of collective activity. 33

The guiding metaphor of the interpretive approach is

organizational culture.34 Organizations are understood "as

systems of shared symbols and meanings."35 Social actions are

inextricably linked to the actors' meanings for these actions.

The role of the researcher is to experience and re-construct the

ways in which the actors "make sense" of collective life."

The interpretive approach is informed by multiple traditions

of research. 37 Among the many potential means for gathering

data," participant-observation is quite common.39 Also, there

are multiple models for the interpretation of such data. A model

especially appropriate for triangulation with rhetorical

criticism is the Organizational Communication Culture Method

(OCCM) developed by Bantz."

The OCCM leads the researcher through collection, analysis,

and interpretation of data in order to infer organizational

expectations and meanings.41 The analysis section of the OCCM

concerns the identification and interpretation of message

characteristics and symbolic forms. The applicability of the

OCCM to the study of social movement rhetoric is evidenced in the

chapter on symbolic forms.42 These dramaturgical forms



(metaphors, stories, and fantasy themes) provide a clear

connection between organizational and rhetorical analysis. The

analysis of these messages and forms provides the foundation for

establishing patterns of meanings and expectations (including

roles, motives, and style). Conducted properly, this process

leads to a communicative understanding of organizational life.43

Summary

The pluralistic critique of traditional social movement

theory offered by Edson provides three utilities. First, it

exposes the privileged, white male bias that is foundational to

the establishment-conflict theory. Second, a pluralistic

approach to social movement studies is suggested. Finally, Edson

provides a conceptual framework for the integration of intra-

organizational research on social movements. The interpretive

approach to organizational communication complements and

supplements Edson's approach through providing a means for

studying social movement organizations as though they were

cultures.

Implications

Research within this frame would involve both internal and

external communication. 44 Edson emphasizes examining the

relationship between formal statements and organizational

experience.45 Many of her potential research questions touch

upon issues raised by Simons, Stewart, and others. The four

themes Edson identified in previous social movement theory will

provide an organizing scheme for questions regarding these

issues.
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Assumptions about the centrality of leadership lead to

questions about decision making. 46 Edson poses questions about

participation in decision making, and the decision making process

itself. Related questions raised by Simons include the roles and

functions of leaders, and the possibility of conflict between the

goals of the leaders and the interpersonal needs of the

nembers. 47

Assumptions about group membership foster inquiry into the

structure of social movement organizations.48 Questions of power

and hierarchy within the groups are raised by Edson. Also at

issue is the relationship between the members and the larger

society. Related issues in the functionalist program include the

management of mixed constituencies, and the development of "we-

they" relationships among the membership and between the

membership and society." Zarefsky's contention that the means

of internal control available to social movement leaders are no

different than those available to executives also could be

investigated."

Assumptions about the progression of movements lead to

questions about moveme;It development and the experience of

time. 51 Edson's questions involve patterns of development, the

possibility of enduring qualities of a movement, recurrent

patterns, longitudinal development of salient issues, and the

conceptualization of time. A related issue is Stewart's question

about the effects of external success upon the internal dynamics

of the group. 52 Also, the relationship between external

confrontation (if discovered) and internal solidarity may be

examined. 53
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Assumptions about ideology provide questions regarding

themes in discourse and motivations of members.54 Edson raises a

number of issues: "themes that combine to create [an] ideology,"

non-public themes in the ideology, members' motivation for

joining and remaining in the movement, dissonant voices within

the movement, and aspects of the ideology that are common in the

larger society. Many of these issues relate to Lucas' promotion

of studying the "consciousness" of the members.55 Functionalist

scholars have raised many similar issues: social support,

maintaining commitment, member needs and gratifications, group

identity, and means of mobilization.55

The above paragraphs list issues that may be examined

through interpretive research within social movement

organizations. Through comparing the characteristics of these

communication cultures with their formal statements researchers

will be able to make stronger claims about the functions and

meanings of social movement rhetoric. An optimal method for

establishing these meanings and functions would be a full-scale

OCCM analysis. A minimal step should be member checks.

Confirmation and/or correction of the researcher's

interpretations, by members of the group, is a vital issue for

interpretive research.57 Since practitioners of the

functionalist approach routinely make claims about the ways in

which rhetoric means and functions for movement members, they

have a responsibility to assess the fidelity of their

interpretations. While interviews of members would be an obvious

option for contemporary movements, there are also a variety of
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data sources for movements of the past. These include letters

and journals of the members, internal documents, and interviews

with descendants of the members.58 Examination of these sources

could lead to an improved understanding of the members' sense of

their own experience.

Between simple member checks and OCCM analysis are issue-

oriented studies. Single research questions could be answered

through organizational research. A limited OCCM analysis would

reveal relationships between specific themes/forms and

organizational life. Presumably, these would be a primary means

for advancing an integrated approach to social movements.

Studies exhibiting some of these characteristics with this

approach are already in publication.

The following are a few examples of intra-organizational

research of social movements. While none completely meet the

objectives advanced in this essay, each is illustrative of

potential research. Kroll's study of fantasy themes in the

newsletters of women's movement organizations revealed

transformation across time. 59 Walsh examined internal documents

and eyewitness accounts to analyze dyadic communication in the

Maoist insurgency. 60 Arthurs analyzed descriptions of small

group activities as a means of explaining how the ego-function

works within "conscientization" groups of the Liberation Theology

Movement. 61 Kaminer's study of the self-help/recovery movement

included data gathered through attendance of support groups and

large-scale conferences, reading popular books written by

leaders, and viewing the statements of both leaders and members

on television talk shows. 62
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The primary benefit of this expanded approach to the study

of social movement rhetoric is the potential to provide

research-based answers to many questions that have been raised

and debated by movement scholars. These include the relationship

between external rhetoric and such concerns as organizational

dynamics and members' experiences. Such research could also

foster answers to questions regarding the unique nature of social

movement organizations. Within organizational communication,

this approach would facilitate the study of the processes of

social collectivities and the experiences of movement members.

Such research would help in continuing the expansion of the scope

of organizational research beyond profit-making corporations."

Such research should also foster intradisciplinary dialogue among

rhetorical and organizational scholars.
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